2014 OUR LEGACY

A SENSE OF PLACE
In its 13th year, Cottages & Gardens Publications has been delivering the finest regional design magazines to residents of America’s most affluent communities. The company’s four titles, CTC&G (Connecticut Cottages & Gardens), HC&G (Hamptons Cottages & Gardens), NYC&G (New York Cottages & Gardens) and SFC&G (San Francisco Cottages & Gardens) present the very best in architecture, design, art and antiques, real estate, and entertaining to a highly influential readership.

THE POWER OF COTTAGES & GARDENS

Enjoy an intimate relationship with readers through focused editorial and deep community involvement.

Serve the most affluent pockets of wealth in the nation – the NY Metro Area, the Hamptons, Fairfield County CT and the SF Bay Area.

33% of readers are design professionals. In fact, these hard to reach architects, interior designers, landscape architects and builders market their own services in our magazines because they know the buying power of the affluent people who read our magazines.

Connect with readers in a more meaningful way through our signature events and charitable programs.

Source: Cottages & Gardens Reader Survey, December 2013. Total sample. SFC&G prototype based on C&G composite.
*Audited by Alliance for Audited Media (formerly Audited Bureau of Circulation). Audience based on 5.2 RPC.
2014 EDITORIAL CALENDAR

JAN  KITCHEN
  AD CLOSE DEC 3
  MATERIALS DUE DEC 10

FEB  COLOR
  AD CLOSE DEC 30
  MATERIALS DUE JAN 6

MARCH  RENOVATION
  AD CLOSE FEB 5
  MATERIALS DUE FEB 12

APRIL  FAMILY
  AD CLOSE FEB 26
  MATERIALS DUE MARCH 6

MAY  GARDEN
  AD CLOSE APRIL 7
  MATERIALS DUE APRIL 14

JUNE  LIQUID ASSETS
  AD CLOSE MAY 5
  MATERIALS DUE MAY 12

JULY/AUG  IDAS
  AD CLOSE JUNE 23
  MATERIALS DUE JUNE 30

SEPTEMBER  10TH ANNIVERSARY
  AD CLOSE AUG 4
  MATERIALS DUE AUG 11

OCT  DESIGNER’S HOMES
  AD CLOSE AUG 29
  MATERIALS DUE SEPT 5

NOV  HANDMADE
  AD CLOSE SEPT 29
  MATERIALS DUE OCT 6

DEC  HOLIDAY
  AD CLOSE NOV 3
  MATERIALS DUE NOV 10

MARCH  TOP TRENDS
  AD CLOSE JAN 27
  MATERIALS DUE FEB 3

APRIL  ARCHITECTURE
  AD CLOSE FEB 26
  MATERIALS DUE MARCH 5

MAY/JUNE  APARTMENT
  AD CLOSE MARCH 28
  MATERIALS DUE APRIL 4

JUNE/JULY  WATER WORLD
  AD CLOSE MAY 16
  MATERIALS DUE MAY 22

SEPTEMBER STYLE
  AD CLOSE AUG 11
  MATERIALS DUE AUG 18

OCT  DESIGN
  AD CLOSE SEPT 8
  MATERIALS DUE SEPT 15

NOV  HOLIDAY
  AD CLOSE OCT 22
  MATERIALS DUE OCT 29

NOV/DEC  SEASON’S BEST
  AD CLOSE OCT 10
  MATERIALS DUE OCT 17

JUNE  SUMMER KICKOFF!
  AD CLOSE APRIL 23
  MATERIALS DUE APRIL 30

JULY 1-15  ARTISTS/COLLECTORS
  AD CLOSE MAY 28
  MATERIALS DUE JUNE 2

JULY 15-31  DESIGN
  AD CLOSE JUNE 11
  MATERIALS DUE JUNE 18

AUG 1-15  CHIC RETREATS
  AD CLOSE JULY 1
  MATERIALS DUE JULY 8

AUG 15-31  ARCHITECTURE
  AD CLOSE JULY 14
  MATERIALS DUE JULY 21

SEPTEMBER  FASHION/STYLE
  AD CLOSE JULY 28
  MATERIALS DUE AUG 4

NOV/DEC  HOLIDAY
  AD CLOSE OCT 20
  MATERIALS DUE OCT 27

*Editorial content not final and subject to change. Ad close and material due dates not final.
53 NATIONAL BRANDS
Anthony Baratta
Arclinea
Avery Boardman
Baccarat
Baker
Barlow Tyrie
Bosch
C2 Paint
Calvin Klein Home
Carlyle
Cartier
Christian Liaigre
Christopher Guy
Coco-Mat
David Yurman
De-Spec
Dedar
Dedon
Dempsey Carroll
Donghia
Duralee
Duro
Edelman Leather
EF + LM
Gaggenau
Garrett Leather
GE Monogram
Gucci
Hendrick’s Gin
Hermes
Holly Hunt
Ippolita
Juliska
Kate Spade
Kyle Bunting
Lenox
Lexington Clothing & Co.
Lisa Taylor Designs
Missoni Home
Nicholas Feuillatte
Ochre
Officine Gullo
Patterson Flynn Martin
Poggenpohl
Poppin
Rolex
Santa Barbara Designs
Serena & Lily
Stanton Carpet
Subzero Wolf
Thermador
Warp & Weft
Wilmington Trust
Bonhams
Bruce Nagel Architects
Danver Outdoor
Elizabeth Stevens
Extell Financial Services
Fairfax & Sammons
Fairfield Co Antiques & Design Center
Fountainhead Construction
Gracious Home
Grand Prix Cafe
Green Home Consulting
House of Heydensryk
Hunt Country Furniture
James Michael Howard
Karen Robert Design
Kazdin Pools
Kings Carriage House
Laguardia Landscape Architecture
Lee Skolnick Architecture & Design
Mackson Marble & Granite
Mantredi
Manhattan Kitchen & Bath
Marmiro Stone
MS Design CT
Nemo Tile
Park Antiques
Parrish Conservatory
Paule Ka
Reinhardt O’Brien
Renovated Home
Sara Phillips NYC
Shelley Tile
Six Sigma Auto Group
Steven Dubner Landscape
The Linen Shop
VW Home
W & B Attorneys
Wempe
West Flooring & Design
42 REGIONAL BRANDS
A&J Custom Drapery
Americana Manhasset
Artsaics
Bosch
C2 Paint
Calvin Klein Home
Carlyle
Cartier
Christian Liaigre
Christopher Guy
Coco-Mat
David Yurman
De-Spec
Dedar
Dedon
Dempsey Carroll
Donghia
Duralee
Duro
Edelman Leather
EF + LM
Gaggenau
Garrett Leather
GE Monogram
Gucci
Hendrick’s Gin
Hermes
Holly Hunt
Ippolita
Juliska
Kate Spade
Kyle Bunting
Lenox
Lexington Clothing & Co.
Lisa Taylor Designs
Missoni Home
Nicholas Feuillatte
Ochre
Officine Gullo
Patterson Flynn Martin
Poggenpohl
Poppin
Rolex
Santa Barbara Designs
Serena & Lily
Stanton Carpet
Subzero Wolf
Thermador
Warp & Weft
Wilmington Trust
A WORLD-CLASSIC
SHADOW DINING CHAIRS
150 E 58TH ST | 979 3RD AVE
NEW YORK
HOLLYHUNT.COM
800.320.3145
PHOTOS
TOM VACK
Christian Liaigre Showrooms
61 NE 40th Street  MIAMI, FL 33137
34 East 61st Street  NEW YORK, NY 10065
www.christian-liaigre.us
71 Laight Street
150 East 72nd Street
165 West 91st Street
737 Park Avenue
Azure
Carlton House
Coldwell Banker Sarasota FL
Circaor Sunshine Developments
John’s Island
New Edition Miami
Philips House 141 East 88th
Printing House
Sailfish Point
Sotheby’s Palm Beach
The Carlton House
Windsor
### 188 INFLUENTIAL TRADE ADVERTISERS (Year-To-Date)

#### 60 ARCHITECTS

- Alisberg Parker Architects
- Arbonies King Vlock
- Austin Patterson Disston Architects
- Bates + Masi Architects
- Benjamin D. Kracauer, AIA Archimuse
- Blaze Makoid Architecture
- Brooks & Falatico
- Bruce D. Nagel Architect
- Campagne Kestner Architects
- Carol Kurth Architecture
- Charles Hilton Architects
- Daniel Conlon Architects
- David Dumas Architect
- David Preusch Architect
- De-SPEC
- Deangelis Architectural Services
- Doug Vanderhorn
- Fairfax & Sammons Architects
- Flynn + Stott Architects
- Grandberg & Associates
- Haver & Skolnick
- Huelster Design Studio
- J.P. Franzen Associates Architects
- JMB Design Group
- Joeb Moore + Partners
- John B. Murray Architect
- John Jones Architect
- John Lafley Architecture
- Laura Kaehler Architects
- Lee H. Skolnick Architecture & Design Partnership
- Mark P. Finlay Architects, AIA
- Martin Architects
- Michael Smith Architects
- Mitchell Wilk Architecture
- Pagliaro Bartels Sajda Architects
- Pamela Glazer Architect
- Patrick Ahearn
- Paul Hopper Associates
- Peter Cadoux Architects
- PMD Development
- Preston T. Phillips Architect
- Ridberg & Associates
- Rob Sanders Architects
- Robert Dean Architects
- Robert Storm Architects
- Robertson & Landers Architects
- Ron Albinson Architect
- RS Granoff Architects
- SellarsLathrop Architects
- Seth Howe Art + Architecture
- Shope Reno Wharten
- Spaulding Landscape Architects
- Stelle Architects
- Stephen Wang + Associates Architects
- Studio Dumitru Architects
- Trillium Architects
- Vicente-Burin Architects
- West Chin Architect
- William Schulz Architect
- Zwirko & Ortmann Architects

#### 67 INTERIOR DESIGNERS

- Anthony & Olanow
- Anthony Baratta
- Bella Interiors
- Bella Mancini Design
- Beth Rosenfield Design
- Cami Weinstein
- Cathy Schlechter Design, Inc.
- Cherie Greene Interiors
- Christina Marraccini Inc.
- CJB Designs
- Coastal Home
- Cobble Court Interiors
- Connie Cooper Designs
- CULLMAN & KRAVIS
- Dan Scotti Design
- Debear Designs Inc
- Debra Geller Interior Design
- Designs by Deborah
- Dixon Interiors
- Donna Benedetto Designs
- DuJardin Design Associates
- Dunn & Tighe Interiors
- Elissa Grayer Interior Design
- Elizabeth Hagins Interior Design
- Erica Millar Design
- Fairfield Interiors
- Fina Design
- Finelines Interiors
- Gillin Home Interiors
- Hampton Design
- Hollingsworth Design Associates
- iMatchDesigners
- InteriorConnector
- J Mac Interiors
- Jan Hiltz Interiors
- Karen Bow Interiors
2014 DESIGN PROFESSIONALS (CONT.)

188 INFLUENTIAL TRADE ADVERTISERS (Year-To-Date)

INTERIOR DESIGNERS (CONT.)
-Karen Robert Designs
-Katie Leede & CO
-Kristy Cohn
-Kyle Timothy Design
-LBG Interior Design
-Lynn Morgan Design
-Lynne Scalo
-Martha Grimm Interiors
-Matthew Gleason
-Millie Rae’s
-Morgan Harrison Home
-Nest of Southport
-Newell Rodgers
-Nina Cuccio Peck Architects & Interiors
-Olga Adler Interiors
-PMD Design
-Rinfret
-Sandra Morgan Interiors, Inc.
-Shawn Callaghan Diaz Designs
-Shell Decor
-Shelter Interiors
-Sheridan Interiors
-Southport Design
-Stirling Design
-Traci Rhodes Interiors
-Tusk Home and Design
-Vandamm Interiors of Greenwich
-Victoria Klein Design For Living
-Vignreau & Associates Interiors
-WowHaus
-Young Huh Interiors

33 CUSTOM BUILDERS
-Artisans Home Builders
-Benchmark Builders
-Brindisi & Yarosctak Custom Builders
-Cannondale Building & Design
-Carcole Construction
-Clarke Builders, Inc.
-Connor Homes
-Estates by Jeffrey Colle
-Fountainhead Construction Inc.
-Glazer Construction
-Hindustan Granites Inc.
-Hobbs Inc.
-Jablonski Assoc.
-JCS Construction Group
-Lait Street Fee Owner c/o

Taconic Development Company
-Mantz Construction
-Mattera Construction
-McLoughlin Construction
-Michael Davis Design & Associates, Inc.
-Perello Building Corp.
-Platinum Site Development
-R.R. Builders
-Reinhardt O’Brien
-Ricci Construction Group
-Riverhead Building Supply Corp.
-Riverside Design and Build
-RMS Companies
-Sound Beach Partners
-Titus Built
-TR Building & Remodeling
-Trunzo Building Contractors, Inc.
-Woodworks of Redding
-Yankee

28 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
-Alice Cooke Design
-Artemis Landscape Architects
-Austin Ganim Landscape Design
-DiTaranto
-Dodds & Eder
-Doyle Herman Designs
-Elise Landscapes
-Gregory Lombardi Design Incorporated
-Groundworks Landscaping Inc.
-Harmonia Inc.
-Jack Delashmet & Associates, Inc.
-Just Terraces
-Katie Brown
-Laguardia Landscape Architecture
-Landscape Details Inc.
-Lilee Felt Flowers
-Lindquist Landscape Design
-Owen Brothers Landscaping
-Parish Conservatories
-Parker Design Associates
-Ray Smith & Associates, Inc.
-Sam Bridge Nursery/Greenhouse
-Seven Acres
-Terra Design
-The Bayberry
-Tulip Tree
-Twombly Nursery, Inc.
-Young’s
2014 ADVERTISING SPECS

PUBLICATION SPECIFICATIONS
PRINTED: Web offset, perfect bound, 150 Linescreen, Full page trim size: 10”w x 12”h, Two page spread trim size: 20”w x 12”h. NOTE: Live matter (text and images) must be 3/8” from the trim. Gutter safety is 5/16”. For spreads, please allow 5/16” for text on BOTH sides of gutter.

SPREAD
Non-Bleed: 20”w x 12”h
Bleed: 20.25”w x 12.25”h

HALF PAGE HORIZONTAL
Non-Bleed: 9.5”w x 5.5”h

ONE-THIRD PAGE VERTICAL
Non-Bleed: 3.25”w x 11.5”h

FULL PAGE
Non-Bleed: 10”w x 12”h
Bleed: 10.25”w x 12.25”h

HALF PAGE VERTICAL
Non-Bleed: 4.5”w x 11.5”h

QUARTER PAGE:
Non-Bleed: 4.5”w x 5.5”h

FILE DELIVERY
Files may be submitted via email, FTP or on a CD/DVD. If you would like to submit your ad via FTP, download an FTP program like Fetch, Cyberduck, SmartFTP, etc., and enter our FTP information below:

FTP Server Address: 02b6855.netsolhost.com
User ID: cgmaterials
Password: CGmaterials142

SUBMITTING ELECTRONIC/DIGITAL FILES
Adobe PDF/X-1a files are preferred. PDF files and Native art files must be press ready. PDFs and images must be in the image mode of CMYK format and at least 300dpi of the size intended to print. All fonts must be embedded. Please include bleed settings (full page ads and spreads only) in PDF.

NOTE: Please zip or stuff your files with Dropstuff (from Stuffit), or using the OSX native file zipping feature (control + click and select “create archive of”).

SEND MATERIALS
ATTN: Christine Bachmann
(Specify publication: CTC&G, HC&G, NYC&G or SFC&G)
Cottages & Gardens Publications
142 East Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06851

NON-PREFERRED ACCEPTED DIGITAL FILE FORMATS
.AI FILES: Files with fonts converted to outlines and images embedded (images must be CMYK, 300dpi).
.TIF FILES: Flattened files and converted in CMYK format at 300dpi, and all fonts are rasterized.
INSERTS: Supply insert samples and/or mock-ups that are full-size and true-to-weight. Please provide it 30 days prior to material deadline.

PROOFS
Ads received may be accompanied by a color proof to SWOP 3 standards and created on matte publication base stock. PRINT-OUTS FROM DESKTOP INKJET OR LASER PRINTERS CANNOT BE USED FOR COLOR MATCHING. WE ONLY GUARANTEE COLOR IF YOU SEND AN APPROVED MATCHPRINT USING A SWOP 3 PROFILE. Proofs must be screened at 150 line screen. The reproduction of ads with proofs not adhering to these criteria cannot be guaranteed. If you are unable to provide a SWOP 3 proof, ask your Production Representative for the names of service bureaus that can produce one for you. If you plan to provide a SWOP 3 proof, we can supply the color profile to your printer/service bureau.

For more information, contact Christine Bachmann,
Production Manager at 203.227.1400 or cbachmann@cottagesgardens.com.